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In ancient times, orangery used to be a building or structure built with a motive to house citrus plants
like oranges and lemons. It was similar to a greenhouse or conservatory. The main reason behind
building an orangery was to grow delicate citrus plants in winters. In those days, orange tree was
the main tree used for propagation; hence these structures were named as orangery and orangeries.

Orangeries were built because citrus plants require extra care and shelter during long dark winters.
It was impossible for them to survive through the hard frosts, snow and ice. Orangeries were
originally constructed with this motive. The orange trees and other citrus plants were grown in tubs
instead of soils so that they can be moved out when the winters were gone. And the gates were
made large enough to allow easy access to move citrus plants without any restriction.

In winters, when temperature drops down to zero, simply covering the citrus plants is not enough.
Therefore, orangeries were built using highly glazed glasses to provide maximum light and warmth.
The trees would be covered to ensure their survival throughout the chilling winter. Sometimes stove
or heaters were used to keep the temperature in tolerable limits.

Gradually, orangeries became famous because of the citrus aroma they were filled up with. They
were identified as luxurious extensions to large houses. The main reason behind orangery being
built only by riches was the cost involved in maintaining the trees and buying the seeds from distant
nations. They were considered as status symbols for the wealthy British people. Those who were
lucky enough to have an orangery would invite guests and friends for drinks there. It was a great
luxury to sip fruit juice while sitting in the orangery bathed in the warm sun rays and enchanting
aroma of citrus fruits. It was indeed a pleasant experience.

Some visitors who came to country fell in love with this idea and built similar structures when they
return back to their land. This is how orangery became famous in various places and was built
everywhere.  orangeries  were originated in France Germany and Netherlands. In earlier days, they
were built keeping in mind the need to keep in the warmth but lately they were built in order to
compliment the luxurious villas of the riches.

Modern orangeries are much more delicate and vibrant in designs. They are designed to match the
designs of modernized apartments and houses. But the age old warmth can still be maintained. Visit
http://www.orangeryuk.co.uk/orangeries.html today to add this historical luxury to your home.
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